
DISCOVERY SESSIONS - FURTHER EDUCATION/16+ 

We offer enriching, curriculum-linked sessions designed to enhance and consolidate student’s 
learning. These hands-on sessions are brought to life with activities relating to the natural world 
using bio-facts (skulls, skins and stuffed specimens), and up to three live animals. Functional skills 
are embedded throughout our sessions.

Detailed below are the exciting range of education lessons that we offer Further Education 
students. All lessons last 45 minutes.

Careers @ WMSP 
There are many different animal-related careers at WMSP. This session explores the variety of roles 
available within the industry and considers the skills and qualifications essential for success.

Wildlife Conservation 
WMSP is home to a variety of animals listed as ‘Endangered’ on the IUCN Red List of Threatened 
Species. This session considers the threats these animals face in the wild and the work WMSP 
carries out both at home and abroad to help them. Become inspired to be a proactive force in 
preserving our planet and animals for future generations.

Animal Management 
This session looks at the importance of zoos and safari parks and explores how they provide people 
with connections to nature to educate them about conservation issues. Discover how we inspire 
guests and encourage them to change behaviour in ways that positively affects the conservation of 
wildlife. This session includes looking at managing breeding programs, research into conservation 
activities, veterinary care and habitat management.



Behaviour and Training 
Animal training is essential to ensure high levels of care for animals within zoological collections. 
This session explores animal behaviours and training techniques that our keepers use on a day-to-
day basis to aid with husbandry, veterinary care and to provide enrichment.

Darwin’s Discoveries 
Evolution has shaped the living world around us. From the dawn of time when life began as a 
single-celled organism, life has been one big competition. Evolution has been a constant driving 
force in pushing us to our limits - only the strongest will survive!
The Theory of Evolution by Charles Darwin sets out a manifesto that has defined our very 
existence. This session will explore the hows and whys of life on Earth today.

If you would like to book a session please call  

01299 404888 or email learning@wmsp.co.uk
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